Hi

Know it’s late on a Friday – but wanted to get this over to you in case you have any interest.

Tomorrow, COP President-Designate, Dr. Al Jaber will make his first public remarks since being appointed to lead the world’s leading climate conference in 2023, COP28 at the Atlantic Council Global Energy Forum in Abu Dhabi.

Excerpts from his speech being delivered today below (embargoed until 9am GST) emphasize the need for an inclusive, action-oriented approach to transform systems and accelerate trajectories in the fight against climate change. The Atlantic Council conference is being streamed live according to their website and you can watch the speech live by registering here.

I am also happy to send you the COP28 press release being issued later today, embargoed for 9am GST, if you agree to the embargo. Please let me know. Note that I am also trying to obtain a copy and/or video of Dr. Al Jaber’s speech delivered later this morning and will provide if possible.

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like any additional information. The CPD will also deliver a second speech at the IRENA Assembly later this morning that is a closed meeting, but a press release will be issued regarding contents of that talk as well. I will provide that release as soon as possible.

Thank you.
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